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QUESTION 1

Which activity is NOT part of a WebCenter Sitessecurity audit? 

A. reviewing passwords, by changing users with default passwords 

B. hardening of servlets, by configuring web servers to allow access only to the parts of the servlet that you need
provide pages 

C. reviewing page caching when it is operating as intended, by ensuring that content is flushed when assets are
published 

D. hardening of non-delivery pages, by disabling outside access to all non-delivery pages such as support tools and UI
pages 

E. protection against remote calls, by configuring web server rules 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are creating a template thatistested to render a dynamic list of 20 links to heterogenous flex asset types that share
the same flex attribute family. The list is generated by creating a dynamic list through code by constraining it with one or
more keywords that are passed into the template using cache parameters. The behavior of the potential list candidates
is as follows: 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You observe the followingerror in the applicationserver logs during installationof WebCenter Sites,when startingup the
application: A. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /bin directory is added to the application\\'s
classpath 

B. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /lib directory is added to the application\\'s classpath 

C. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /classes directory is added to the application\\'s
classpath 

D. by ensuring that the [webcenter_sites_ installation_directory] /shared/bin directory is added to the application\\'s
classpath 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Your client wants its website to support multiple channel delivery. The client has new requirements: 

1.The web pages should rearrange themselves for smaller devices and/or browser size and/or orientation. 

2.Editors do not need to do anything more or learn anything new than what they do or know currently, with regard to
their current 1024-pixel-wide website. 

3.The client wants to keep the amount of code testing to a minimum. 

Which solution best meets these requirements? 

A. Create multiple instances of Article assets, one each for the type of device that you want to support, and assign them
the appropriate template. 

B. Create multiple instances of responsive templates, one each for the type of device that you want to support, by using
namespaces to distinguish between them at request time. 

C. Install multiple WebCenter Sites delivery environments, one each for the type of devices that you want to support. 

D. Refactor your existing templates by using the open source CSS and JavaScript libraries to enable responsive
behaviors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three are featuresthat are usedin defining a flexdefinition? 

A. A list of parent definitions 

B. A list of attributes 

C. A list of templates 

D. A list of named associations 

E. A list of filters 

F. A list of start menus 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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